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Yves Klein, Leap Into the Void (1960)

The Storefront for Art and Architecture, the
Association Against Architectural Irrelevance! and the
Commission for the (Un)Built Environment* present:

Into the Void
An Architectural Competition on
Emptiness
To a discipline such as Architecture, that
has historically operated mainly in terms of
adding up, emptiness is seen as a starting
point and never as an end in itself. For most
architects (and non-architects alike), empty
space is simply the scenario where
Architecture takes place, and never a
potential result of actual architectural
production. Even the most subtle
architectural interventions eventually add
something - from physical elements to
prescribed programs and events - onto a
given territory, thus limiting its functional
and symbolic possibilities. In this sense,
Architecture inevitably translates into a
spatial representation of power and
unfreedom, insofar as in creates spaces with
some kind of occupational instruction
attached to them. Freedom requires
emptiness, and Architecture can (and must)
respond to this fundamental need. The
following competition addresses the
theoretical and practical relevance of
emptiness in our present-day social and
spatial dynamics and the role Architecture
plays within this context. What is the
importance of empty space in today's
societies? Can Architecture be defined in a
non-additive way? How can Architecture
incorporate new tools and strategies, such
as removal or destruction, into its way of
thinking and acting upon our socio-spatial
fabric?

* The Commission for the (Un)Built Environment is
an international organization focusing on the
importance of promoting emptiness and empty space
in contemporary societies.
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Competition Brief
[ ] Title: Into the Void - An Architectural
Competition on Emptiness. [ ] Political
Agent: The Commission for the (Un)Built
Environment - an international
organization focusing on the importance of
promoting emptiness and empty space in
contemporary societies - in cooperation
with the Storefront for Art and Architecture
and the Association Against Architectural
Irrelevance! [ ] User-Subject: The
competition encourages individuals and
teams from any professional or academic
background to submit critical ideas
addressing new ways in which to
(re)introduce emptiness and empty space as
tools for social, political and economic
transformation. Interdisciplinary teams are
encouraged, but not mandatory. [ ] Scale:
Each participant is free to choose the site
and scale of their proposal, as well as their
own tactics for addressing empty space
(preservation, creation, design, occupation,
etc.). [ ] Deliverables: All proposals must be
submitted as a single JPEG image - 1200 X
800 pixels (landscape format) - along with a
300 word text. Representation techniques
are free and may be defined by each
participant. All documents must be sent by
mail to into_the_void@storefrontnews.org
no later than August 30, 2014 midnight.
The mail´s subject line must include the
team's registration number, previously
assigned to each participant. [ ]
Temporality: Competition Launch:
February 15, 2014; Registration Deadline:
May 15; 2014, Submission Deadline: July
30; 2014; Results: August 30, 2014. [ ]
Economics: First Prize: 3,000 USD; Second
Prize: 2,000 USD; Third Prize: 1,000 USD.
In addition, a limited number of proposals,
to be selected by the jury, will be included in
an exhibition to be held at the Storefront for
Art and Architecture in fall of 2014.
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[ ] Rules and Laws: The competition is free
of charge and open to all. Participants may
submit any number of proposals. No late
entries will be received. Family members of
the jury and/or organizing team may not
apply. Employees of the Storefront for Art
and Architecture, the Association Against
Architectural Irrelevance! or the
Commission for the (Un)Built
Environment are not eligible. [ ] Eligibility:
The competition is open to individuals and
teams of any age group, nationality, or
professional background.
[ ] Jury members: Representative, Storefront
for Art and Architecture; Representative,
Association Against Architectural
Irrelevance!; Representative, Commission
for the (Un)Built Environment. [ ]
Evaluation guidelines: Proposals will be
selected based on their originality and
critical capacity. [ ] Questions: All questions
must be sent directly to the following
address: into_the_void@storefrontnews.org
[ ] Registration: Upon registration,
participants will receive a personal
registration number which must appear on
all submitted items. [ ] Anonymity: This is
an anonymous competition. Submissions
must not include any information other
than the team´s registration number. All
proposals including personal information
will be automatically disqualified.
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